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SEC REGISTRATION IMPLICATIONS
OF AN UPREIT OPERATING
PARTNERSHIP OFFERING REIT
STOCK IN AN ELECTIVE STOCK
DIVIDEND

As you know, in December 2008 the Internal

Revenue Service issued Revenue Procedure

2008-681, which allows a listed REIT to receive

a dividends paid deduction in 2009 by issuing

its stock to shareholders, so long as it offers its

shareholders the ability to elect to receive at

least 10% of the total distribution in cash. The

SEC recently advised NAREIT regarding the

implications under the Securities Act of 1933

(the “Securities Act”) concerning the

implications of this election in the context of a

REIT with an operating partnership (OP) (or

UPREIT structure) providing an option to its

unitholders to elect to receive in a distribution a

combination of cash, additional OP Units or

REIT stock.

The SEC has a long-standing view that a

dividend offered in either cash or company

securities is not a sale of securities under the

Securities Act. See Securities Act Sections

Compliance and Disclosure Interpretations,

Question 103.01 on the SEC website. The SEC

staff advised NAREIT that they do not extend

this position when one entity (the OP) offers

securities of another entity (the REIT). Thus,

the SEC staff concluded that any REIT stock

that is offered by the OP to unitholders must

either be registered or another exemption must

be available under the Securities Act.

In addition, the SEC also advised NAREIT that

it viewed the transaction as a primary offering
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by the REIT of its shares through the OP.

Accordingly, the SEC staff advised us that

another alternative is for the REIT to use its

shelf registration statement to register the stock

that an OP offers to holders of its units. The

SEC staff said that the SEC views the OP as

acting as an underwriter in this circumstance. 

1 Revenue Procedure 2008-68 was superseded in January 2009

by Revenue Procedure 2009-15, which extended the earlier

guidance to mutual funds as well as REITs.
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NAREIT® does not intend this publication to be a solicitation related to any
particular company, nor does it intend to provide investment, legal or tax advice.
Investors should consult with their own investment, legal or tax advisers
regarding the appropriateness of investing in any of the securities or investment
strategies discussed in this publication. Nothing herein should be construed to be
an endorsement by NAREIT of any specific company or products or as an offer
to sell or a solicitation to buy any security or other financial instrument or to
participate in any trading strategy. NAREIT expressly disclaims any liability for
the accuracy, timeliness or completeness of data in this publication. Unless
otherwise indicated, all data are derived from, and apply only to, publicly traded
securities. All values are unaudited and subject to revision. Any investment
returns or performance data (past, hypothetical, or otherwise) are not necessarily
indicative of future returns or performance. © Copyright 2009 National
Association of Real Estate Investment Trusts®. NAREIT® is the exclusive
registered trademark of the National Association of Real Estate Investment Trusts.
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